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QUESTION 1

Upon arriving at work on a Monday, an administrator sees several replication jobs that have failed with the 

following error message: 

no images were successfully processed 

Which two reasons may be the cause for the error code? (Select two.) 

A. The checkpoint restart is disabled for the replication jobs. 

B. There are network connectivity issues between the source and target domains. 

C. The NetBackup host ID-based certificate was revoked. 

D. There is insufficient storage space on the target storage server. 

E. There are insufficient tapes in the replication volume pool. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has a MS-Windows type policy that has failed for a Microsoft Windows NetBackup client. The policy
uses the ALL_LOCAL_DRIVES backup selection. See the extract from the end of the job details below: Which two logs
will provide the most relevant information for troubleshooting and resolving the error? (Select two.) 
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A. Operating system logs on the client 

B. NetBackup bpfis logs on the media server 

C. Netbackup bptm logs on the media server 

D. Operating system logs on the media server 

E. Netbackup bpfis logs on the client. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A NetBackup master server has commenced writing four long-running duplication jobs to an AdvancedDisk disk pool.
The value of Maximum concurrent jobs for the storage unit and Limit I/O streams fir the disk pool are both set to 4.
There are 35 jobs queued on the master server that require this disk pool: 5 replication jobs with priority 9999 10 backup
jobs with priority 999 20 duplication jobs with priority 99 Two restore jobs that require this disk pool are then submitted
with default priority. 

Which job type goes active next? 

A. Backup 

B. Duplication 

C. Replication 
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D. Restore 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

How can an administrator copy an existing backup image of client1.example.com from an AdvancedDisk storage unit to
a Media Server Deduplication Pool (MSDP)? 

A. run bpimport with the source and the destination storage unit 

B. create a Storage Lifecycle Policy that contains a duplication to the MSDP pool 

C. run bpduplicate with the backup ID and the destination storage unit 

D. run nbreplicate with the backup ID and the destination storage unit 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator has a backup for client Linux1 using the LinuxClients policy complete successfully. Even though the
policy Backup Selections are NOT modified, the backup job fails the next day with the following status code: 

Error 71: none of the files in the file list exist. 

What is a possible reason the job failed? 

A. The Enable granular recovery option was unset. 

B. The client was added to another backup policy. 

C. The file systems have been unmounted on the client. 

D. The client was temporarily shut down. 

Correct Answer: C 
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